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Welcome to Aspen Snowmass!
Four incredible mountains on one lift ticket. Two amazing towns with endless possibilities. A winter vacation at Aspen Snowmass
will engage your mind, body and spirit in ways no other destination can. At Aspen Snowmass, we believe in the things that
matter. We believe in big mountains, deep snow, and warm smiles. We believe in new experiences, silly traditions, and just plain
fun. We believe in respect, in unity, and in commitment to an ideal we call The Aspen Way. We believe in love. We believe in
skiing big lines, not waiting around in them. We believe food tastes better when it’s sourced locally, and lifts run better when
they’re powered cleanly. We believe that the best path down sometimes starts with a hard hike up. We
believe in the power of the outdoors to change a person, and the power of a person to change the world. We believe in our
past, and we believe in our future. We believe that when you love the mountains, sometimes you have to shout from the
mountaintops. We believe this is a place like no other. And we’re going to make a believer out of you.

Fast Facts:

• Aspen receives over 7 meters/300 inches of natural snowfall each year.
•  Average winter temperatures are very mild and typically above 5˚C/40˚F
•  Colorado averages over 300 days of sunshine and blue skies annually.

What to Pack / Wear

Mountain temps can vary throughout the day. We recommend always dressing in layers so you can achieve the desired level of
comfort at any time.

Around Town:

•  Warm Clothing: Hat, gloves, scarves, sweaters…
• Good walking shoes – warm yet still comfy enough to get around town
• Most restaurants are mountain casual – jeans and nice top are good enough
• Water Bottle – You’ll see all the locals with one. That’s because at altitude you tend to get 					
dehydrated more quickly – drink double the amount of water you would normally!

On-Snow:

• Ski/Snowboard (Waterproof) Pants & Jacket
• Base Layers (thermal tops/bottoms)
•  Mid Layers (fleece/sweater/light down)
• Buff or Neck Gaiter
• Goggles
• Ski/Snowboard (Waterproof) Gloves
•  Helmet
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CITY OF ASPEN
Aspen -- it’s a town, a mountain, and the quintessential story of skiing in North America. Aspen installed its first lift - at the time the
world’s longest - in 1946 and we’ve been leading the ski world in amenities, hospitality, and environmental stewardship ever since.
Originally named Ute City, and founded as a mining camp during the Colorado Silver Boom, Aspen (named for the abundance of
aspen trees in the area) boomed during the 1880’s, its first decade of existence. But what was once a rustic mining town is now one
of the world’s most famous cultural centers, as rich with art, dining and shopping as it once was with veins of silver ore. People of all
nations, ages, and abilities come to revel in an attitude that is the perfect marriage of
laid-back and luxurious, of athletic and indulgent. The streets end where the slopes begin, and the legendary terrain can challenge
even the most experienced skier but welcomes anyone with a taste for adventure.

TOWN OF SNOWMASS VILLAGE & SNOWMASS SKI AREA
The Brush Creek Valley was settled circa 1910 by ranching families including: Sinclair, Melton, Stapleton, and Hoaglund. The area
was later incorporated as the Town of Snowmass Village in 1977 (after the ski area opened). Snowmass, the ski resort with the most
vertical feet in the U.S., opened in 1967. It is a mountain with something for everyone and boasts 96 ski trails, served by 23 lifts.
Snowmass has 3,342 acres of terrain and an average of 300 inches of snow per year. Snowmass is known for variety: from wide,
groomed cruisers and trails to the steep and deep terrain of Hanging Valley.

Fast Facts:

•  To reduce CO2 emissions, a 115 KW micro-hydroelectric plant was developed on Snowmass. Using water from a
snowmaking pond, it prevents the emission of 300,000 pounds of carbon dioxide and generates 150,000 kWh annually enough to power 15 average homes per year.
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DAY 1:
Arrive to Aspen Snowmass; check in to lodge
Upon check-in, receive your Aspen Cards, which were delivered to the concierge/front desk of your property prior to your arrival.
The Aspen Card is electronically loaded with your lift pass, rental equipment and ski & snowboard school vouchers. With Resort
Charge activated (stop by any ticket office to attach your credit card), the Aspen Card is the only thing you need to carry while on
the mountains!
Between 2pm-9pm: Take your Aspen Card to any of our nine Four Mountain Sports locations to pick up your equipment. Inside
Tip: Have the staff at the rental shop transfer your gear to Aspen Mountain where you’ll pick it up in the morning before loading
the gondola. https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/ski-and-snowboard-rentals
Dinner: Enjoy one of the 100+ bars and restaurants that give Aspen Snowmass it’s world class fame and consistency as #1 in
dining among North American resorts. You can find a list of all restaurants at www.eataspen.com but some of our favorites are:

ASPEN

•  New York Pizza (Pizza - $)
•  L’Hostaria (Italian - $$$)
•  Jimmy’s (Modern American - $$$)
•  Hickory House (Ribs & BBQ - $$)
•  Element 47 at The Little Nell (Fine dining, locally sourced cuisine - $$$$)
•  Su Casa (Mexican - $$)
•  Kenichi or Matsuhisa (Japanese/Sushi - $$$/$$$$)

SNOWMASS

•  Il Poggio (Italian - $$$)
•  Stew Pot (casual home-style soups, stews, sandwiches and wraps - $)
•  The Artisan (locally sourced American style cuisine - $$$)
•  State 38 (fine American dining with locally-sourced Colorado flare - $$$)
•  Zane’s Tavern (Bar/Pub food, great tacos and Mexican dishes - $)
• Tasters or Slice (Pizza - $)
•  Venga Venga (Mexican - $$$)
•  Slow Groovin’ (BBQ - $$)

DAY 2:

Enjoy breakfast at your hotel or condo or visit one of the various breakfast spots around town. Some of our favorites are:
•  Over Easy ($$ - Aspen)
•  Poppycocks ($$ - Aspen)
•  Hickory House ($$ - Aspen)
•  Element 47 at The Little Nell ($$$ - Aspen)
•  The Artisan ($$ - Snowmass)
•  Fuel ($ - Snowmass)
•  Big Hoss ($$ - Snowmass)
•  Snowmass Kitchen ($$ - Snowmass)
Skiing at Aspen Mountain
Also referred to as “Ajax,” offers 76 trails spread across 675 acres with 7 chairlifts and 1 gondola. There are no green runs on
Aspen Mountain. Rising straight out of downtown Aspen since 1947, the mountain offers challenging bumps, steeps and varied
terrain for the adventurous snowboarder and skier.
Fast Facts:
Base Elevation: 7,945 ft / 2,422 m
Summit Elevation: 11,212 ft / 3,417 m
Vertical Rise: 3,267 ft / 996m
•  Aspen Center for Environmental Studies (ACES) offers daily snowshoe tours on Aspen and Snowmass mountains. Travel
along mountain streams and ridgelines to learn about mountain ecology with a naturalist guide.
•  In 2001, the Sundeck Restaurant became one of only 11 buildings in the world to achieve LEED certification, with a
rating of Bronze.
At the end of your day, have your gear stored at the base of Aspen Mountain where you’ll be skiing tomorrow! Inside Tip: This
service is available to all guests, but is FREE for guests who rent with Four Mountain Sports.
Après Ski at Ajax Tavern
Say “après-ski,” and most people picture something strikingly similar to Ajax Tavern – glamorous yet easy. You can see Ajax
Tavern’s sun-drenched, mountainside patio from halfway up the mountain – a simple target for lunch or cocktails. Arrive and let
the people-watching begin; there’s no better seat in town. Located at the base of Aspen Mountain and next to the Silver Queen
Gondola, Ajax Tavern is the restaurant in Aspen for casual fine dining in an unbeatable atmosphere. The Tavern comes to life
at lunch, and the party rolls on well into the night. If you go no further on the menu, try the truffle fries and Ajax wagyu double
cheeseburger – they have earned their reputation.
AFTER DINNER: Take a stroll around downtown Aspen to visit some of the world renowned shopping. Looking for that bigcity, late night fix? Stop by the Belly Up Aspen to see who’s playing and indulge your senses with music at one of Rolling Stone
magazines “Best Clubs in America.” Inside Tip: Check out the Belly Up Aspen calendar to buy tickets before your trip as many
shows sell out. www.bellyupaspen.com/info/faq
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DAY 3:

Skiing at Aspen Mountain
You skied it yesterday, but now you’ll learn to love it like a local. Be sure to hit up Bonnie’s for a late breakfast or mid-morning
snack – the apple strudel isn’t to be missed! Make friends with a local and ask about the “hidden shrines.” Legend has it that
they won’t tell you where to find them, but will show you instead. Take a ride on Ruthie’s chair then rip down the run that’s been
on the FIS World Cup circuit for more than 50 years.
At the end of the day, have your equipment transferred to Aspen Highlands, where you’ll ski tomorrow.

DAY 4:

Skiing at Aspen Highlands
Aspen Highlands is a 3,810-metre mountain with ambiance and attitude. It is meant to be skied hard. With 970 acres to play
and a 1,025-metre vertical, the mountain is skewed to the advanced skier and is constantly looking for ways to further challenge
those who come here to do just that. The Highland Bowl is an off-piste thrilling hike and descent, which culminates in untracked
descents down 45-degree pitches.
For those in the know, Aspen Highlands is the home of two local rites of passage. The first is Highland Bowl, a steep, wide open
swath of skiing bliss with turns that must be earned by hiking along a ridgeline rising to 12,392 feet (3,777 meters). The second
is the après at Cloud Nine Alpine Bistro, where the menu features fondue and champagne, and the music is lively enough for
dancing. Both take courage to conquer, and both will yield stories for years to come. With everything that ski town native loves,
Aspen Highlands is the “local’s mountain.
Fast Facts:
Base Elevation: 8,040 ft / 2,451 m
Summit Elevation: 11,675 ft / 3,559 m
Top of Highland Bowl: 12,392 ft / 3,777 m
Vertical Rise: 3,635 ft / 1,108 m
•  Patrol headquarters is home to the first solar array in the ski industry.
• Free mountain orientation tours are offered daily on all four mountains. Meet an ambassador at any Guest Service 		
Center, on the mountain. Highland Bowl tours are offered every Wednesday at 10:30am.
Lunch: Skiing “Highlands” wouldn’t be complete without a stop into the infamous Cloud Nine Alpine Bistro located midmountain. This cozy, European-style cabin with a backdrop of the iconic Maroon Bells is a highlight of any Aspen Snowmass
vacation. Cloud Nine Alpine Bistro is a legendary for a reason: channeling authentic European Alpine culture in a warm,
welcoming environment, it also happens to have the most boisterous après ski scene on any mountain in North America. Inside
Tip: Book a reservation* with our Aspen Snowmass concierge. If you feel like dancing, make sure to request the 2pm seating.
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/our-mountains/aspen-highlands/dining/cloud-nine-alpine-bistro
*Reservations open 30 days prior to date requested.
At the end of your day, have your equipment transferred to Buttermilk where you’ll be skiing on Day 6!
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DAY 5:
Day Off

Take a break from the slopes today! Here are some suggestions to fill your time:
•  Visit the shops, art galleries, and contemporary art museum in downtown Aspen.
•  Learn about Aspen’s rich history by taking a tour with the Aspen Historical Society. https://aspenhistory.org/
•  Get out for an adventure of another kind:
o  Hot air ballooning http://www.aboveitallballoon.com/
		
o Snowmobiling https://www.tlazy7.com/
o  Ice Driving https://www.aspenmotorsports.com/
o  Dog sledding https://krabloonik.com/
		
o Snowshoeing https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/winter-activities/snowshoe-tours
o  Check out the Aspen Center for Environmental Studies https://www.aspennature.org/
o  Simply stroll down the Rio Grande trail on your own.
Dinner: Board a snowcat and embark on a dining experience you won’t soon forget at Snowmass’ Lynn Britt Cabin or Aspen
Highlands’ Cloud Nine Alpine Bistro. While Aspen & Snowmass Village boast dynamic dining scenes that could thrill even the
most ardent foodies for weeks on end, the two most iconic dinner spots in the area aren’t in town – they’re up on the mountain.
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/winter-activities/snowcat-dinner-rides

DAY 6:

Skiing at Buttermilk
Buttermilk is a wide and welcoming mountain, and is also famous as a place of extremes. Children and beginner skiers love the
forgiving runs that flow from top-to-bottom, but those slopes run parallel to the massive jumps where the world’s most daring
athletes flip and spin during the annual X Games Aspen.
Every day, snowshoers and uphill skiers charge to the summit for a cardio workout and an incredible view of Pyramid Peak, while
dedicated tree skiers whiz through powder stashes that hang around for days after a storm.
Buttermilk is a safe and playful place for anyone to pick up basic skills, to learn tricks in the terrain parks, or simply enjoy a pure
winter experience on a mountain that doesn’t see a crowd until the X Games Aspen TV cameras are rolling.
Fast Facts:
Base Elevation: 7,870 ft / 2,399 m
Summit Elevation: 9,900 ft / 3,018 m
Vertical Rise: 2,030 ft / 619 m
•  Buttermilk Park has over 100 features including a 22-foot superpipe and an X Games slopestyle course. For the
beginner, a Ski & Snowboard Schools Park is located near the West summit.
•  The halfpipes at Snowmass and Buttermilk rest on dirt foundations significantly reducing the amount of water needed
for their annual construction.
		
At the end of your day, have your equipment transferred to Snowmass where you’ll be skiing tomorrow!

DAY 7:

Skiing at Snowmass
Snowmass has a lot of everything: gigantic steeps, narrow gullies, wide-open glades, rock gardens, groomers, bumps, jumps,
massive rollers, secret trails, terrain parks, and every other thrill that a mountain can deliver, including simply delivering you to a
sunny deck at the end of a gondola ride. Snowmass is unbelievably large yet easy to navigate, and the world’s best instructors
can show you how to get around with skill and style. Snowmass is the perfect mountain for families and groups, as 95% of its
lodging is ski-in/ski-out.
The Treehouse Kids’ Adventure Center mixes indoor and on-snow play for youngsters, and entire families can enjoy the evening
activities mid-mountain at Elk Camp, including the new alpine coaster. Snowmass Village - accessible by snow, road, and gondola
- delivers dining, shopping, and entertainment for all ages, all day and evening long.
Fast Facts:
Base Elevation: 8,104 ft / 2,473 m
Summit Elevation: 12,510 ft / 3,813 m
Vertical Rise: 4,406 ft / 1,343 m - the most vertical in the U.S.A.
• Snowmass hosts programs for a wide range of athletes, from kids battling cancer, to injured veterans, to 			
developmentally disabled children. Our goal as a business is to help strengthen our community.
Après Ski at the Limelight Hotel Snowmass
The Lounge at the Limelight Hotel Snowmass is the perfect place to partake, and daily from 3 7pm you can enjoy daily specials,
an impressive roster of drinks and noshes, and a relaxed and comfortable “living-room” ambiance.

DAY 8:

Skiing at Snowmass
Snowmass is so big you can certainly ski it a few times during your trip! Be sure to explore the kids’ trails, the Wapiti Wildlife
Center at the top of the Elk Camp chair and don’t forget to grab a cookie at Up for Pizza before heading up the Cirque lift for
360˚ views of the Elk Mountain range at 12,510’ above sea level. When you’re done exploring, have lunch at Sam’s, our new
upscale Italian restaurant located at the top of the Village Express chair. Inside Tip: Reservations are recommended as seating is
limited while the views are expansive.
Transfer your equipment to Aspen Highlands for your next ski day.

DAY 9:
Day Off

Need to get in some more off-mountain fun? Take another day to explore Aspen, Snowmass Village, and the Roaring Fork Valley.
Here are some ideas:
•  Ride the Breathtaker Alpine Coaster at Snowmass or check out the tubing hill.
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/lost-forest/breathtaker-alpine-coaster/winter
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/winter-activities/tubing
•  Ascend the 5-story (highest in Colorado) climbing wall or show off your skills at ice rink, both at the Limelight Hotel
Snowmass. Inside Tip: Ice skating and skate rentals are free! The ice rink opens to the public at 12pm daily.
•  Head inside The Collective at Snowmass where you’ll find a game lounge including foosball, table tennis, an
interactive wall mural and more. There’s even a massive ball pit for the whole family to enjoy!
https://thecollectivesnowmass.com/
•  Very Important Kid (VIK) activities happen the Snowmass Base Village daily. From FREE s’mores to arts & crafts – you’ll 		
find all of the info here: www.VIKsnowmass.com

DAY 10:
Skiing at Aspen Highlands
Now that your legs are ski worthy, you’re ready to give the Highland Bowl a shot! The Highland Bowl is an off-piste thrilling hike
and descent, which culminates in untracked descents down 45-degree pitches. Inside Tip: Book a Guided Experience with our
Ski & Snowboard Schools and conquer the bowl with confidence!
At the end of your day, transfer your gear to Snowmass for the next day.
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DAY 11:

Skiing at Snowmass
You’ve mastered the Highland Bowl, now explore the glades and steeps at Snowmass in our Hanging Valley. On your way up, pop
in to Gwyn’s High Alpine for a sit-down breakfast (or lunch) that’s one-of-a-kind. Or take the day to cruise the blues as almost 50%
of Snowmass’ terrain is intermediate. Inside Tip: Check out the Noon Groom – a blue run that’s groomed in the morning but the
rope doesn’t drop until 12pm, saving this untouched corduroy for the crack of noon club!
After skiing, transfer your gear to Aspen Mountain for your last day of skiing/riding!

DAY 12:

Skiing at Aspen Mountain
Finish off where it all started (in 1947), exploring what makes Aspen so unique (hint: our silver mining history). They say that if you
took an x-ray of Aspen Mountain, it would look like Swiss cheese from all the mine shafts & tunnels underground. Your challenge
for today: find the entrance to a hidden mine shaft.
At the end of the day, return your equipment to any of our Four Mountain Sports locations. In Aspen, the main shop is located
across the street from gondola plaza. Another store hides inside the W Hotel just around the corner.

DAY 13: Departure
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ADDITNAL INFORMATION:
SKI & SNOWBOARD SCHOOLS
Love the Day.
The dedicated Pros of the Aspen Snowmass Ski & Snowboard
Schools are here to make sure you have the best day of skiing
and riding possible. From personalized guidance for you and
your friends or family, to instruction for all ages in a group lesson,
our team will help you improve your technique and make sure
you love your day on the slopes. It’s a big reason why many of
our guests return to Aspen Snowmass year after year.
We are day makers. Let us make your day.
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/plan-your-stay/lessons
THE TREEHOUSE KIDS ADVENTURE CENTER (SNOWMASS)
Our child care facility located in the Treehouse Kids’ Adventure Center caters to infants, toddlers and pre-schoolers, with each
group having their own private area. Safe and comfortable, with an on-site nurse, your child will have a blast in this interactive
environment, while under the attentive care of our experienced staff.
The Treehouse Kids’ Adventure Center is a state-of-the-art facility providing:
•  Quality child care for infants and toddlers ages 8 weeks to 4 years
•  Colorado, state-licensed child care with licensed registered nurse on staff
•  Interactive environment with age-appropriate themed rooms
• Experienced and nurturing staff
• Lunch and snacks provided (infants – please provide own food and formula)
THE HIDEOUT (BUTTERMILK)
Buttermilk has long been considered one of the best mountains in North America to learn how to ski. And for families with young
children, it just gets better with the recent addition of the Hideout Children’s Center. Using mountain adventure as its foundation,
this innovative 7,500-square-foot center allows young children an easy entrance into the sport of skiing for kids ages 2½ to 4 with:
•  A gentle training slope for first turns, complete with magic carpet lift
•  Four interactive, indoor learning rooms to foster a child’s imagination and allow for play-based learning during breaks
from skiing.
•  Complete lunch facilities
Note: The Hideout Children’s Center is reserved exclusively for Ski & Snowboard School programs and does not offer a “childcare
only” option.

EVENTS CALENDAR
Throughout the year, Aspen Snowmass serves up a thrilling roster of races, concerts, parties and other events — each drawing
spectacular crowds and rave reviews. But our Signature Events are a cut above the rest. The staples of every local’s calendar, these
events are can’t-be-missed opportunities to live life to the fullest and bring true meaning to #TheAspenWay
https://www.aspensnowmass.com/while-you-are-here/events

ULLR NIGHTS
If you happen to be in town over a Friday – check out Ullr Nights at Snowmass. Taking place on special Fridays throughout the
season Ullr Nights is a celebration of winter and the Norse god of snow, Ullr.
Friends and family take an evening gondola ride up to Elk Camp for outdoor winter activities such as tubing, riding the Breathtaker
Alpine Coaster, snobiking, s’mores and hot chocolate by the bonfire. Dance to live music and enjoy an a la carte culinary celebration
sure to please any palate. After playing in the snow, kids can warm up inside with fun activities and entertainment available
downstairs in The Tent. Inside Tip: Reservations are strongly encouraged for this event.
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